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Affluent clients of financial planners can use their housing wealth a variety of ways to enhance
retirement, including boosting sustainable portfolio withdrawals and delaying social security
claiming. As strategic users affluent clients are quite different from many traditional users –
often desperate homeowners who grabbed any remaining home equity after exhausting all their
other resources. Focusing on affluent clients, this post summarizes key features of reverse
mortgages and uses to increase retirement spending and reduce risks in retirement. A growing
body of research on reverse mortgages in financial planning goes into depth on many of these
topics.
Reverse mortgages have evolved over the years, including significant improvements after 2008′s
housing crisis, resulting in enhanced consumer protections, refined federal oversight, reduced
costs, and better balance among the interests of clients, lenders and Federal Housing
Administration’s insurance backing. The refined design is a Home Equity Conversion Mortgage
(HECM). The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) administers it following rules laid down
by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).

FHA HECM Reverse Mortgages and Affluent Clients
The new view of a FHA HECM reverse mortgage for wealth management firms is that the
“Highest and Best” use of HECM reverse mortgages is to improve a client’s retirement plan –
not rescue it. It is a view I’ve come to share after diving into FHA HECMs and their
applications. There are a variety of ways to use them strategically to good advantage, and
hopefully very rarely as a client’s last resort. My perspective comes from working with wealth
management clients going into retirement with investment portfolios in the $500,000 to
$4,000,000 range. Many of these clients could benefit from FHA HECMs.
Most common strategic uses:
•

Improving retirement plans: A client has a workable or nearly workable retirement plan, but
desires an improvement. Increased retirement spending is an example of improved plan, as is
planning to age in place at home.

•

Increasing contingency: A client has a workable retirement plan but little contingency for the
unexpected and undesirable: prolonged poor markets, health-related costs, or the need for home
modifications or in-home assistance.
Less common uses for wealth management clients, but valuable if the need arose:

•

•

Rescuing retirement income: A client’s retirement plan needs a rescue. Something they didn’t
plan for happened – perhaps a spouse planned to work longer but couldn’t, or a spouse took a
single life pension payout and now wishes they had elected 100% Joint and Survivor payout.
Absolute last resort: Clients are in dire circumstances and have no other assets or income left.

FHA HECMs Provide Guaranteed Access to Cash
Fundamentally FHA HECMs provide guaranteed access to cash made available as a loan against
their housing wealth. There are three ways to access cash:
•
•
•

Line of Credit (LOC)
Lump Sum
Fixed Monthly Payments
Or they can buy a new home using a HECM to pay for around half of up to a $625,500 home,
or a smaller part of an even more expensive home.

Guaranteed Access to a Growing Line of Credit
A line of credit is the most flexible way to access cash and takes advantage of a unique and
powerful feature: the borrowing limit grows every month. The borrowing limit can’t be reduced
or cancelled as long as the homeowner is in their home and meeting basic obligations of paying
real estate tax, keeping homeowner’s insurance in force and doing basic maintenance. That’s
different is several ways from a traditional Home Equity Line of Credit (HELOC).
The graph shows a $300,000 home and the borrowing limit of a HECM Line of Credit over 30
years. The vertical bars show the home’s value growing at 3%. The loan’s compounding growth
rate applies equally to the overall borrowing limit, the current amount borrowed, and the amount
yet to be borrowed. The compounding rate resets set monthly. It is the sum of the current shortterm interest rate (1-month LIBOR) and a fixed component of around 4%. Details on the
compounding rate are at the end of this post. The compounding rate is shown in the graph
at short-term interest rates of near zero, 2.5% and 5%, so the compounding rates shown are 4%,
6.5%, and 9%. The graph’s acceleration as the years go by is due to the compounding effect.
The obvious result is more cash is available later – and in an amount that’s likely to grow
substantially more than inflation. It may grow faster than most fixed income investments –
especially those with guarantees like the FHA backing. Adding usefulness is tax treatment – any

amount borrowed from the LOC is tax-free as it is loan proceeds. On a repayment an income tax
deduction may be available. The tax treatment makes the LOC particularly useful for people in
the 25% and higher state and Federal tax brackets.
An interesting challenge for the financial advisor and their homeowner clients is to choose what
the “highest and best” use (or uses) is for their LOC. One use is to increase spending from
investment portfolios. The “Highest and Best Use” section below suggests other uses. (Fungible
is a delightful word that doesn’t get used often, as in “cash from a HECM LOC is fungible”:
cash can easily be used for one purpose or another.)

HECM Line of Credit growth with short-term interest rates near zero, low, and moderate

Access Cash with Monthly Payments or Lump Sum

Other ways homeowners can access cash are by a lump sum distribution or monthly income.
Monthly income is a payment guaranteed to last long as the owner occupies their home, or for a
period the client chooses.
At any time the homeowner can change the way they access cash. For example they could stop a
planned monthly payment and get a lump sum. And they can combine access methods: a lump
sum for immediate needs combined with a line of credit for later use. They can choose when, if
at all, they pay down the loan balance before they leave the home. The loan becomes due
when they leave their home.

Purchase a New Home
A HECM may be used to buy a new primary home. For a home valued up to $625,500, around
half the purchase price can come from the HECM. (For a higher priced home, only $625,500 is
considered for the HECM). The balance of the purchase price would come from other resources,
including proceeds from selling a current home.

Key Facts about FHA HECM Home Equity Conversion Mortgages
•
•

•
•
•
•

Homeowners or their heirs have title to the home, not the lender.
A HECM is a non-recourse loan. The homeowners or heirs can never owe more than the home is
worth. When the homeowners leave the home, if the home’s value were less than the loan’s
balance, FHA mortgage insurance steps in. That’s the purpose of the FHA mortgage insurance
pool, paid for by a borrower’s upfront fee and part of the monthly charge to the outstanding loan
balance.
All owners must be at least 62 years of age.
HECM applies to the primary home. A minimum of 50% equity is needed.
The homeowner has three obligations: pay real estate tax, keep homeowner’s insurance in place,
and do basic maintenance.
No interest or principal payments are required, but may be made. The loan becomes due when
the home is sold, the borrower changes residence, the last borrower dies or the last borrower is in
a continuing care facility for 12 consecutive months with no prospect of returning home.

How Do Reverse Mortgages and Portfolios Work Together to
Increase Retirement Spending?
The catalyst for attention to HECMs by the financial planning community was work by Salter,
Pfeiffer and Evensky (2012, 2013) after the 2008 market downturn. They combined a HECM
LOC with portfolio withdrawals in a strategy they call Standby Reverse Mortgages. In a severe
market downturn, clients lived on a HECM LOC instead of withdrawing from their investment
portfolio. After the market recovery repaid the HECM so it would be available if another severe
downturn happened, or if the portfolio were exhausted. Client’s sustainable withdrawals
improved dramatically. Using a HECM LOC as small as 8% of the portfolio ($40,000 LOC and
$500,000 portfolio) noticeably increased spending. When the line of credit was larger compared

to the portfolio ($200,000 LOC and $500,000 portfolio) sustainable spending increased over
200%!
Sacks and Sacks (2012) and Wagner (2013) tested six other ways to augment portfolios with
reverse mortgages, such as living on the reverse mortgage first until it ran out, using it last if the
portfolio ran out, using it after weak portfolio gains, or doing fixed monthly payments
throughout retirement. All ways they tested improved retirement spending. Two other teams
(Sacks and Sacks, and Wagner) investigated many ways of augmenting portfolio withdrawals
with reverse mortgage withdrawals. In every case the client’s sustainable spending levels
increased substantially!
The reasons FHA HECMs improve retirement spending include:
•
•
•
•

HECM line of credit provides access to a line of credit that is guaranteed to grow
A HECM draw is tax-free. A reverse mortgage dollar is “bigger” than a portfolio dollar by its tax
burden
More assets are available for retirement spending when housing wealth is included
Sequence risk in early years is controlled when reverse mortgage funds are available early
The biggest improvements to retirement spending come when the HECM:

•
•
•
•
•

Is a larger part of cashflow: more precisely the larger it is compared to the portfolio
Is used for clients with high tax rates, and higher portfolio tax burdens (e.g., IRAs)
Is available earlier instead of later in retirement. Ideally if used early, is repaid to grow for use
later.
When portfolio returns are lower during the client’s retirement
When short-term interest rates are higher, increasing borrowing limit

Total Net Worth (Estate Value)
For some clients an important consideration may be the impact on their total net worth and not
just their spending levels. The traditional desperate user tapped their home equity as their only
remaining asset, so naturally depleted their estate. Affluent clients may have the opposite result,
depending on how they use their housing wealth. For example, Wagner’s results 15 years into
the plan showed estate sizes (portfolio + housing wealth – loan balance) were often 10 to 30%
higher depending on which of five reverse mortgage scenarios were used. Perhaps the rule of
thumb is: when spending is pushed to the max, estate sizes suffer, but when housing wealth is
used judiciously both sustainable spending and estate size can improve.

What is A Client’s Highest and Best Use of a FHA HECM?
As cash is flexible, HECMs can be used across a wide spectrum of client wealth and
circumstances.

The four categories of HECM applications described above were:
•
•
•
•

Improved Retirement Plan
Improved Retirement Contingency
Retirement Rescue
Last Resort
Examples of specific uses a homeowner may have for a HECM:

Further information:
Summaries of the research mentioned here and commentary from the financial planning
literature is available in a separate post on this blog.
This post highlights the general HECM program and its potential uses in financial planning.
More complete descriptions with key details are available a variety of sources, including
companies offering reverse mortgages, and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD).

Line of Credit Graph Assumptions:

A line of credit has a monthly compounding rate that equally applies to the overall line of credit
(the borrowing limit), the current loan balance, and the untapped reserve. The monthly
compounding rate is variable and has three parts: the variable amount is a current short-term
interest rate (1-month LIBOR, now about 0.25%); the two fixed amounts are lender’s margin
(generally 2.25% to 3.00%, set when the loan is taken out) and HUD’s Mortgage Insurance
Premium (1.25%). As short-term interest rates increase the compounding rate increases. Three
compounding rates from 4% to 9% are shown, roughly corresponding to 1-month LIBOR
ranging from today’s near zero level to 5%. 5% is 1-month LIBOR’s long-term average before
the 2008 FED action taking short-term interest rates to near zero to stimulate the economy. The
line of credit in the graph is not tapped other than financing upfront costs. The vertical bars show
the home’s value compounding annually at 3%.
	
  

